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Here you can find the menu of The Chapel 1877 Restaurant And Bar in Cardiff. At the moment, there are 15
meals and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about The

Chapel 1877 Restaurant And Bar:
nobu, the wolseley and the ivy – the big smoke has its fair share of “Sleb-Changouts, where they are quite sure

to see a discreet dining area an inser or a coupling of Z-Lister scrabbling for paparazzi attention. with recent
visits by rebecca adlington, joe calzaghe, lip of shameless and ronan keating, the newly opened chapel on

churchill way, may be cardiffs safest bet for anyone who wants a serviette signed by a fo... read more. What User
doesn't like about The Chapel 1877 Restaurant And Bar:

this space was built for worship. the web page of the Chapel refers to the joining of our common. the evening is
service. papageienpreferenzen für malodorous käse, this was cooked in a fine environment./ if they were all so, I

might still be a converter. read more. On the drinks menu of The Chapel 1877 Restaurant And Bar, there is
something scrumptious for every taste, Here, the meat is freshly grilled on an open flame. Furthermore, there are
many typically British dishes on the card that make the English heart beat faster, At the bar, you can relax with a

cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Main�
FILLET

Antipast� - starter�
CARPACCIO

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Cereal�
STARTER

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Salad�
MISTA

HOUSE SALAD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SALAD

LAMB

SIRLOIN STEAK

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

SCALLOPS

BEEF

DUCK
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